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Introduction
Two quite opposite ideas about the relation
between language and thought:

“The words or the language, as they are written or
spoken, do not seem to play any role in my mechanism
of thought.
Albert Einstein (1879 – 1955)

“The boundaries of my language determine the boundaries
of my world.”

Ludwig Wittgenstein (1889 – 1951)
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Introduction
Sapir-Whorf-Hypothesis:
“We dissect nature along lines laid down by our native language […] the
world is presented in a kaleidoscopic flux of impressions which has to be
organized by our minds – and this means largely by the linguistic system in
our minds.”

see Whorf (1956: 213)
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Introduction
“Whorf effects” have been explored in numerous cognitive domains:

Eskimos and their presumably
abundant words for snow

Number cognition in cultures
without number words (e.g., Pirahã)

Spatial cognition in cultures with geocentric
concepts like southwards of me (Tzeltal)

Time cognition in cultures without
grammatical tense (Hopi)
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Questions and contents
Do speakers of languages with and without grammatical aspect
conceptualize events differently?
How can we discriminate  if at all possible  between “language”
and “thought”?
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Linguistic relativity and event conceptualization
Previous studies
Thinking for speaking
Grammatical aspect
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Empirical studies
Design and method
Results and discussion
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Conclusion
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Linguistic relativity and event perception
Do language-specific differences in lexical patterns of event descriptions
lead to differences in event conceptualization?
A classic study is Slobin (1996), who found characteristic
differences in event descriptions:

The dog ran into the house.

SATELLITE-FRAMED LANGUAGES:

 path encoded in a PP

Le chien est entré dans la maison en courant.

„The dog entered the house by running.‟

VERB-FRAMED LANGUAGES:

 path encoded on main verb

Manner of motion is a salient category in these languages, which
affects event conceptualization (see Slobin 1996, 2000).
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Linguistic relativity and event perception
Papafragou et al. (2008) found language-specific differences in
gazing behavior only in a verbalization task:
to [approach the snowman]PATH
[by skating]MANNER

Greek

English

to skateMANNER
[towards the snowman]PATH

No effects were detected in the non-linguistic task, in which subjects had to
memorize the scene.
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Thinking for speaking
The view that the grammar of a language affects conceptual representations
only on a level close to verbalization but not “beyond”:

Conceptualization

Non-linguistic knowledge
(episodic and world knowledge)

THINKING FOR SPEAKING

Formulator

Mental lexicon

Grammatical representation

Articulator
Phonetic representation

Figure 1: Language production model (cf. Levelt 1989; Slobin 1996)
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Aspect and event conceptualization
A variety of studies argue that:
 English speakers focus on the progression
of an event and mention a possible
endpoint rarely („phasal decomposition‟)
“a car is driving along the road”
 German speakers conceptualize an event
through a „holistic‟ perspective, including a
possible endpoint
“ein Auto fährt zu einem Dorf”
a car drives to a village

see Stutterheim et al. (2012) among others
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Aspect and event conceptualization
Grammaticalized aspect
 Aspects are different ways of viewing the internal structure of a situation
(cf. Comrie 1976)
 A situation can be presented “with its boundaries” (i.e. perfective)
versus “without its boundaries” (imperfective)
(cf. Klein 2009: 52)

An apple fell from the tree.

An apple is falling from the tree.

see Herweg (1990); also Stutterheim et al. (2012); Klein (1994); Krause (2002)
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Aspect and event conceptualization
Time of situation (TS) and topic time (TT)
The student was smoking pot when the Dean came in.
TS:
TT:

the student‟s smoking pot
the dean‟s entrance

|-----------------[---]TT --------------|TS
Imperfective aspect: TT ⊆ TS

see Klein (1994); Reichenbach (1947); Lübbe & Rapp (2013)
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Aspect and event conceptualization
Language-specific strategies in event-related discourse organization
English („now-I-see‟ perspective):
TTn ⊆ TSn, TTn = TUn
TTn+1 ⊆ TSn+1, TTn+1 = TUn+1
The figure is starting to dig.
He is digging.
He is being sucked down by the sand.
English

German („and-then‟ perspective):

German

TSn ⊆ TTn
TSn+1 ⊆ TTn+1, TTn+1 > TSn
Die Figur fängt zu graben an.
Und dann nimmt er ein Stück Stein.
Und dann macht er ein Loch in den Boden.

see Carroll & Stutterheim (2003); Stutterheim et al. (2003) among others
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Study 1
Research question

Do German speakers in comparison to English speakers mention
significantly more endpoints / goals of an event?
Method
Elicitation study based on short, silent video clips (film retelling)
with two test conditions
 Verbalization task
Answering What is happening?
during the movie

 Memorization task
Answering What is happening?
after the movie
Participants
 Two English and German native speaker groups (N = 2 x 17)
 Two learner groups of different levels of proficiency
(8th (N = 9) and 12th grade (N = 8) at school)
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Study 1
Material
 45 animated video clips containing animate and inanimate entities (6 seconds)
 12 critical items displaying motion events with inferable endpoints
 27 distractor items displaying everyday situations
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Study 1
Critical item
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Study 1: Results
Comparison learners vs. native speakers

p = .002 (M)
p < .001 (V)
n (natives) = 369
n (learners) = 195

 Learners mention significantly less endpoints than both native groups in
both test conditions (and show a tendency to omit EPs in V more
frequently than in M)
 Possible explanation: since aspectual marking is not yet habitualized
and automatized, learners have to “fill” the “aspectual slot” with
increased cognitive costs
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Study 1: Results
Comparison learner levels
p = .05 (M)
n = 195

 Beginners show a tendency to mention more EPs than advanced
students; this notably shows in the memorization task
 Assumption: This correlates with the usage of simple aspect that
beginners frequently apply
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Study 1: Results
Aspect marking and EP encoding at beginner level

There are two women and
they are walking and the
right one is wearing a hat.
And they walk to a
house and [uhm] on a
street.

p = .10 (V)
n (M) = 47
n (V) = 46

Three people are walking
on a ground and they go
to a house.

 Beginners tend to encode less EPs when marking aspect, which
notably shows in the verbalization task
 Assumption of increased time-pressure of filling the aspectual slot in
verbalization seems to be further confirmed
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Study 1: Results
Crosslinguistic comparison
 We do not find a significant effect in crosslinguistic comparison

not significant
n = 396

see Bepperling & Härtl (2013)
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Study 1: Results
Within-language comparison
 However, we find a slight tendency for English speakers to encode less
EPs in verbalization (V) than in memorization (M)
p = .10
n = 169

see Bepperling & Härtl (2013)
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Study 2
Research question
Is the goal entity more salient in discourse in German speakers in comparison to
English speakers?
Background assumption

A definite NP requires activation of the respective referent from discourse:
(1) In Spain we met a nice couple.
The woman cooked us a traditional meal.

see Asher & Lascarides (1998); Irmer (2011); Wilson & Matsui (1998)
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Study 2
Research question
Is the goal entity more salient in discourse in German speakers in comparison to
English speakers?
Background assumption

A definite NP requires activation of the respective referent from discourse:
(1) In Spain we met a nice couple.
The woman cooked us a traditional meal.
Movie clip
with German/
English scene description

Sentence on screen
containing the definite
goal NP

Comprehension question
(yes/no)

Vor ein paar Tagen wurde
das Auto in einen Unfall verwickelt.

Wurde das Auto in einen Unfall verwickelt?

READING TIME

Ein Mann geht neben einem
Zaun entlang.
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Study 2
Research question
Is the goal entity more salient in discourse in German speakers in comparison to
English speakers?
Background assumption

A definite NP requires activation of the respective referent from discourse:
(1) In Spain we met a nice couple.
The woman cooked us a traditional meal.
Movie clip
with German/
English scene description

Sentence on screen
containing the definite
goal NP

Comprehension question
(yes/no)

Exactly five years ago,
the park bench was where she met …

Did the woman meet her husband
on the park bench?

READING TIME

A woman is crossing
a meadow.
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Study 2
Control condition
Scenes and scence descriptions with reached goals (GOAL_CONTEXT)
Movie clip
with German/
English scene description

Sentence on screen
containing the definite
goal NP

Comprehension question
(yes/no)

Usually on weekends,
the playground is occupied by teenagers.

Do teenagers sometimes use the playground?

READING TIME

A child is going through a gate
onto a playground.

Do we find differences between German and English speakers in the reading
times for the definite NP in the two conditions?
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Study 2: Results
Descriptive statistics
English subjects n = 15
German subjects n = 15

NP reading times for the two conditions  overall comparison
760
740

Reaction time / ms

720
700
680
660
640
620
600
Context type
Goal_Context

No_Goal_Context
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Study 2: Results
Descriptive statistics
English subjects n = 15
German subjects n = 15

NP reading times for the two conditions  German vs. English
850
800

Reaction time / ms

750
700
650
600
550

500
450
400
German

English

Language | Context type
Goal_Context

No_Goal_Context
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Conclusion
 We found no cross-linguistic effect of grammatical aspect on event
conceptualization.
 We found a tendency for English speakers to encode less endpoints in
a verbalization task in comparison to a memorization task (i.e. a
Thinkin for speaking effect).

 With respect to learner languages, we found a significant main effect in
that they encode less endpoints than English native speakers.
 No evidence has been found of a correlation between aspect and
discourse accessibility of goal entities.
Thank you.
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